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Lady Victoria Mansfield, youngest daughter of the earl and
countess of Fairmount, is destined for a charmed life. Soon
she will be presented during the London season, where she
can choose a mate worthy of her status. Yet Tory has a
shameful secret—a secret so powerful that, if exposed, it could
strip her of her position and disgrace her family forever.
Tory's blood is tainted . . . by magic. When a shocking
accident forces Tory to demonstrate her despised skill, the
secret she's fought so hard to hide is revealed for all to see.
She is immediately exiled to Lackland Abbey, a reform school
for young men and women in her position. There she will
learn to suppress her deplorable talents and maybe, if she's
one of the lucky ones, be able to return to society. But Tory's
life is about to change forever. All that she's ever known or
considered important will be challenged. What lies ahead is
only the beginning of a strange and wonderful journey into a
world where destiny and magic come together, where true
love and friendship find her, and where courage and strength
of character are the only things that determine a young girl's
worth. Dark Mirror is M.J. Putney's first young adult novel,
and it's enthralling—an historical fantasy that's both fast-paced
and deeply moving.
About Grace is the brilliant debut novel from Anthony Doerr,
author of Pulitzer Prize-winning All The Light We Cannot See.
Grace Branford, a senior at Desert Bay High School, is
counting down the days until she can escape her small,
wealthy town. She is the sole survivor of a car crash that
killed her two best friends and her classmates hold her
responsible for their deaths. Grace knows she should not
have survived, and is on a quest to find out what really
happened that night. Her search for answers reveals much
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more than she anticipated – and she discovers what happens
when fate is interrupted.
Fall from GraceA NovelSimon and Schuster
Grace
An Evening with Lucifer
Dark Mirror
Fallen Grace

I'm finally home after struggling
through my brother's illness and death.
But, home is definitely a bit
different. My best friend (the only
person alive now that knows my secret)
has a new boyfriend; and he has a
friend. Shane Maxton: bad boy, tattooed
rock god, eye candy extraordinaire. He
is also New York City's most arrogant,
self-serving, son of a, well, a
definite one-night stand kind of a guy.
But, it doesn't matter to me because
I've spent my existence looking for the
love of my life, my angel. And, there
is nothing that Shane Maxton can do to
change that. A paranormal romance.
When Grace Chantry moves back to her
small hometown of Tarn Junction, she’s
lost everything from her big-city life
except the one thing she’s kept secret:
her selectively mute foster daughter,
Synia, who is withdrawn from
everyone—everyone, it seems, except
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eccentric local recluse Ida Cale.
Struggling against the town’s
disapproval, together Ida and Grace set
out to help Synia find her words. But
will Ida’s strange ways be enough to
pull the child from her darkness and
save both Synia and Grace from
themselves?
Sydney West enjoys sampling summer
boys, but this year, one refuses to be
a one-night stand... Twenty-one-yearold Sydney doesn't believe in
relationships. Her parents' toxic
divorce has taught her love is nothing
but a sinister fairytale. So every
summer she parties, hooks up, abandons
her lover before dawn, and repeats.
That is until she meets gorgeous local
surfer Jason King at the beach... When
Jason fails to flirt-or even give her a
second glance-she decides something
must be wrong with him, and it's safer
to stay away. But when Sydney and
Jason's best friends hook up and become
Malibu's hottest couple, they are
forced to spend more time together than
either of them cares for. Armed with a
sharp tongue, Sydney works to keep
Jason at bay... In a moment of
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weakness, Sydney lets her guard down
and confides in Jason, realizing he's
more than just a hot guy-he's also a
friend. And when Sydney's need for a
summer boy results in her falling into
bed with Jason, despite her better
judgment, she runs away from him by
morning. The problem is, he won't
accept being another one-night stand,
and will do anything to prove... Love
really does exist.
"First published in Great Britain by
Penguin Books Ltd."
The Grace Mcdonald Series
Fall From Grace
Strange Grace
When Sydney's husband dies, she is dealt a
devastating blow. He never wrote her into his will, so
she is forced to leave the beautiful home they shared
and is left with nothing
BASED ON THE LONG-RUNNING BBC RADIO 4
McLEVY DRAMA SERIES ...WHILE THE STREETS OF
LONDON HAD SHERLOCK HOLMES, THE DARK
ALLEYS OF EDINBURGH HAD INSPECTOR JAMES
McLEVY ELEGANT AND CONVINCING' The Times |
'ASHTON IS THE DIRECT HEIR TO ROBERT LOUIS
STEVENSON' Brian Cox | 'EXCELLENT' The Sherlock
Holmes Society | 'DRIPPING WITH MELODRAMA
AND DERRING-DO' Herald A burglary and murder at
the home of Sir Thomas Bouch, the enigmatic
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architect of the ill-fated Tay Bridge, sets Inspector
James McLevy off on a train of brutal killings, lethal
liaisons, and double suicide which leads to a violent
encounter with an old enemy, Hercules Dunbar.
Caught up in a terrifying storm as he tracks his foe to
Dundee, McLevy watches the rail bridge collapse and
plunge into the icy depths of the Tay. The aftermath
brings the destruction of reputation and love as the
inspector uncovers the secret passions which have led
to murder. THE INSPECTOR MCLEVY SERIES 1 Shadow of the Serpent 2 - Fall from Grace 3 - A Trick
of the Light 4 - Nor Will He Sleep
Since 1990, when Robert Jordan's The Wheel of
Time® burst on the world with its first book, The Eye
of the World, readers have been anticipating the
finale of this extraordinary saga, which has sold over
forty million copies in over thirty languages. The wait
will soon be over. The fourteenth and final volume, A
Memory of Light, will be available in hardcover and
audiobook on January 8, 2013. However, you can read
the prologue, "By Grace and Banners Fallen," before
the book's official release date. The prologue will be
available in both electronic text and digital audio
formats in October 2012. The Wheel of Time turns,
and Ages come and pass. What was, what will be, and
what is, May yet fall under the Shadow. Let the
Dragon ride again on the winds of time. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The daughter of one of the South’s most famous
Baptist preachers discovers a shocking secret about
her father that puts her at odds with both her faith
and her family in this debut novel.
“Spellbinding…Revival Season should be read
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alongside Alice Walker’s The Color Purple and
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s Purple Hibiscus.” —The
Washington Post A New York Times Book Review
Editors’ Choice Every summer, fifteen-year-old
Miriam Horton and her family pack themselves tight
in their old minivan and travel through small
southern towns for revival season: the time when
Miriam’s father—one of the South’s most famous
preachers—holds massive healing services for people
desperate to be cured of ailments and disease. But,
this summer, the revival season doesn’t go as
planned, and after one service in which Reverend
Horton’s healing powers are tested like never before,
Miriam witnesses a shocking act of violence that
shakes her belief in her father—and her faith. When
the Hortons return home, Miriam’s confusion only
grows as she discovers she might have the power to
heal—even though her father and the church have
always made it clear that such power is denied to
women. Over the course of the following year, Miriam
must decide between her faith, her family, and her
newfound power that might be able to save others,
but if discovered by her father, could destroy Miriam.
Celebrating both feminism and faith, Revival Season
is a “tender and wise” (Ann Patchett) story of
spiritual awakening and disillusionment in a
Southern, Black, Evangelical community.
Fallen from Grace
Fall to Grace
By Grace and Banners Fallen: Prologue to A Memory
of Light
After the Fall

Approaching midlife, the Captain prepares to
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spend an evening with an unusual guest. The
evening is a journey of memories and
conversations revolving around life, religion,
rebellion, God, philosophy and the Mobius strip
that is love and lust. The Captain and his guest
simultaneously examine and defend their
existence. Throughout the evening, crucial
questions haunting humanity from the beginning
of time surface. Their confessions are at once
emotional, erotic, sinful, blasphemous and,
ultimately, poignant. As the Captain befriends the
Devil, he understands the very meaning of his life
is inextricably tied to the bond between them. The
most important decision of the Captain's life
awaits him tonight.
Lifelong friends Derrick Madison and Gregory
Dixon find their relationship sorely tested by
tragedy and betrayal when Derrick's mother is
killed in a car accident and Gregory falls in love
with the woman whom Derrick believes is
responsible for his mother's death. Original.
15,000 first printing.
A band of savage thirteen-year-old boys reject the
adult world as illusory, hypocritical, and
sentimental, and train themselves in a brutal
callousness they call 'objectivity'. When the mother
of one of them begins an affair with a ship's
officer, he and his friends idealise the man at first;
but it is not long before they conclude that he is in
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fact soft and romantic. They regard this
disallusionment as an act of betrayal on his part and the retribution is deliberate and horrifying.
Recounts the mission of Caroline, whose task it is
to protect the security of the Normandy invasions
by convincing the Germans that the real landing
would be at Pas de Calais
The Sailor who Fell from Grace with the Sea
About Grace
For Love and Grace
Fall from Grace
"GRACE fights the lump RISING in her throat. For a
MOMENT she is LOST in thought, remembering WHAT
IT HAS TAKEN to get TO THIS POINT..."Grace
Cambridge is a young Black Christian with a new husband,
old friends, and a shocking moral dilemma. A proverbial
"cat fight" opens the story and draws you into a complex
relational web. The book peels through layers of dysfunction
between Grace and Trina and follows their individual,
sometimes intertwining, lives to reveal how they find their
way back to Christ and to each other. Grace is intelligent,
determined, well-spoken yet vulnerable. You want her to be
happy, you want her to succeed. Grace's Christianity isn't
sugar-coated. Her faith is real and so is her life---riddled
with plenty of twists, turns, and conflicts. As Grace's
relationship with God is challenged she questions her
identity and is faced with a life-changing decision. She deals
with everyday issues, sometimes successfully; sometimes not.
Grace's experiences are not much different than
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yours---how she handles them might be.
Kathleen Leary Donahue lives the perfect life in Chicago
with her husband, Brian, a senatorial candidate, her three
beautiful children, and her own successful career, until a
phone call from her husband's male lover brings her face to
face with an unpleasant reality. Reprint.
While trying to save her spiraling career, Sara Diamond
befriends her new next door neighbor, Ryan Kinsmore. A
soft-spoken younger man with charm and good looks, Ryan
leads a mysterious double life which becomes increasingly
hard for him to conceal from Sara as their intimacy grows.
“Gloriously dark and romantic.” —Roshani Chokshi,
New York Times bestselling author of The Star-Touched
Queen “An alluring and seductive fairy tale.” —Justina
Ireland, New York Times bestselling author of Dread Nation
“Horrifying, heartbreaking, and heartwarming, a lush fairy
tale rooted in a moral quandary.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) “An eerie, consuming tale of sacrifice and
faith. Haunting and unique.” —Booklist “Evocative.”
—BCCB Once, a witch made a pact with a devil. The legend
says they loved each other, but can the story be trusted at all?
Find out in this lush, atmospheric fantasy novel that
entwines love, lies, and sacrifice. Long ago, a village made a
bargain with the devil: to ensure their prosperity, when the
Slaughter Moon rises, the village must sacrifice a young man
into the depths of the Devil’s Forest. Only this year, the
Slaughter Moon has risen early. Bound by duty, secrets, and
the love they share for one another, Mairwen, a spirited
witch; Rhun, the expected saint; and Arthur, a restless
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outcast, will each have a role to play as the devil demands a
body to fill the bargain. But the devil these friends find is not
the one they expect, and the lies they uncover will turn their
town—and their hearts—inside out.
The Devil's Light
Lucifer Fall From Grace
A Scottish Crime Thriller
A Novel
Sidelined after a colleague's blunder, CIA agent
Brooke Chandler envisions a way to halt an Al Qaeda
plot to set off a massive nuclear explosion and begins a
race against time that returns him to Lebanon, where
nothing is quite as it seems. By the best-selling author
of Protect and Defend. Reprint. 350,000 first printing.
One of the most critically acclaimed of all
contemporary crime writers and a Diamond Dagger
Award winner delivers another triumph with this
witty tale of family discord and murder.
Lucifer is the character study of a great archangel
with near limitless potential. He comes to realize this
and becomes possessed by the idea of his own
superiority. He falls from grace as he leads a rebellion
against Heaven and God Himself.
Another racing thriller from Charlie De Luca, author
of Rank Outsiders, The Gift Horse, Twelve in the
Sixth, Making Allowances, Hoodwinked and Dark
Minster. Nat Wilson is an ex--champion steeplechase
jockey who makes a comeback after a serious injury.
He is determined to win his title back and everything
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starts off well. Then he is beset by a series of unusual
falls on horses that should have won, and rumours
start to circulate which imply that he has lost his
nerve. He brushes off these incidents until a journalist,
Topper McGrew, writes a series of inflammatory
articles about him. Confused and angry, he turns to his
best friend, ex-jockey Finn McCarthy and dietician,
Harriet Lucas, to find out who is behind this
whispering campaign against him. However, Finn
McCarthy, now a jockey coach, has troubles of his
own. He had hoped that his new crop of conditional
jockeys would be straightforward compared to
previous charges, but when one of them winds up dead
following an argument, he and his friend, Harriet
Lucas, find themselves viewing them all in a very
different light. The race is on to find out what is going
on and the pair find themselves in a tight finish to
catch the perpetrators before they strike again. Fast
paced and with lot of twists and turns, this is an
enthralling book set in the world of National Hunt
racing. Praise for Charlie De Luca. 'He is fast
becoming my favourite author.' 'Charlie's books keep
getting better and better.'
Winterhawk’s Land
A Racing Thriller
Falling From Grace
Chronicle of a Fall from Grace
Kip, Annie, Grace, David, Ted. Five different
people, one terrible night. There's a storm at
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Point Nepean, and the ocean has swept into the
bay. Kip is in the wrong place at the wrong time.
Annie is scared. David is looking. And Grace is
gone. Enter Ted – with his vintage guitars and
wild ideas, he's unlike anyone Kip has ever met.
As each day passes and a search is mounted,
Kip cannot help asking questions – of himself, of
the people around him, of everything that
happened on the night of the storm. But the
biggest questions facing Kip are: Where is
Grace? And who is Ted?
Leo Desroches goes straight—off the streets,
into the newsroom, and up to his neck in murder
Marking the debut of Leo Desroches, one of the
most unusual amateur detectives ever to appear
in Canada or points south, this fast-paced,
enthralling mystery is the story of a man who
had everything, lost it all, and is trying to get it
back. Leo Desroches doesn't look like a native,
but his mother was Cree, and he understands
the problems of indigenous Canadians of the
First Nations. Which is probably why the
Edmonton newspaper he writes for decides he
should be their Aboriginal Issues reporter. He
has his own issues to deal with: his compulsive
gambling that he couldn't stop even after it cost
him his wife and children; his alcoholism; the
risk-taking that threatens to derail him every
time he starts to get his life back together. When
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he's assigned to cover the murder of a young
native prostitute, it's just one more story...until
the cop in charge lets him view the corpse,
something the Edmonton police never do. When
Leo writes his article, it starts a chain of events
that leads him to discover a much, much bigger
story, one that could bring down the entire
police department...if it doesn't get him killed.
At her very first fraternity party, college
freshman Hannah is thrilled with the attentions
of Logan, a good-looking senior. They talk and
flirt. And then it all goes very wrong. Across
town, Shelby, a junior, wakes up naked after a
date, with no memory of what happened.
Therapist Grace McDonald works with both
Hannah and Shelby as they try to process their
experiences and seek justice. Grace struggles to
fully understand college hookup culture and its
impact on personal accountability and the legal
system. When her drive for truth collides with
professional ethics, she goes just a little bit
rogue. Insufficient Evidence draws readers into
a reality where one word-"Consensual"-or the
disclaimer-"It was just a hookup"-undermine all
traditional forms of evidence. It's a page-turning
psychological thriller, but even more compelling
are the relationships that test the limits of
friendship, family, loyalty, and revenge. Author
Susan Kraus tackles polarizing social and
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political issues and makes them personal. Her
writing reflects decades of experience as a
therapist and mediator and her commitment to
hands-on research: fiction meticulously
grounded in fact.
"I need you to steal something for me." Grace
always has a plan. There's her plan to get
famous, her plan to get rich, and—above all—her
plan to have fun. Sawyer has plenty of plans,
too. Plans made for him by his mother, his
father, his girlfriend. Maybe they aren't his plans,
but they are plans. When Sawyer meets Grace,
he wonders if he should come up with a few
plans himself. Plans about what he actually
wants to be, plans to speak his own mind for a
change, plans to maybe help Grace with a little
art theft. Wait a minute—plans to what? From
Charles Benoit, acclaimed author of you, comes
a witty and unsettling tale of two high school
seniors planning the job of a lifetime.
An Inspector McLevy Mystery 2
Devil to Pay
Falling from Grace
Insufficient Evidence
Michael Dante played the title role in
Winterhawk (1975), a Western about a
legendary Blackfoot Chief’s character
and his principles. In this novella sequel,
he pens an ageless saga about ruthless
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railroad executives trying to assassinate
him in order to build their railroad
directly through his territory, taking the
Blackfoot land without provocation.
Winterhawk and his tribe remain strong
as long as they can, to protect the land
of their people, the land they call home,
before the invasion of progress imposes
itself on America. This inspiring story of
a brave man, who stands up to and fight
against those who have their own
agenda for his land, evokes the nostalgic
atmosphere of Western series that Dante
frequently appeared in during American
television’s Golden Era, such as Death
Valley Days, The Big Valley, Daniel
Boone, Custer, The Texan, Bonanza,
Maverick, and Cheyenne.
Abigail Walker and Jarvis Daniels are
longtime sweethearts headed in
opposite directions. Abby, an aspiring
cellist, wants out of her humble Detroit
surroundings and is willing to shed
blood, sweat, and tears to make it
happen. Jarvis, on the other hand, is
perfectly content with life. For him
there's plenty of time to become a
"responsible adult." For now, heâŁĭs got
everything he could want: a roof over his
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head, a PlayStation, and the love of a
good woman. When Abby's music career
takes off and she moves to Chicago,
Jarvis gets the boot---sort of. Abby still
loves him, but his penchant for faded
sweaters and meatball subs just
doesnâŁĭt fit into her new, sophisticated
world of designer gowns and concert
halls. They're in different leagues and
Abby makes no qualms of reminding him
of it whenever she deigns to visit him.
When the couple is involved in a nearfatal car crash, they are broken,
stripped, and broken again both
stumbling through a journey of healing
and self-discovery as they struggle to
accept the merciful hand of the only One
who can help them up after a fall.
The mysterious, violent death of a
prominent New England patriarch
exposes a nest of dark family secrets in
New York Times bestselling author
Richard North Patterson’s twentieth
compelling novel. From #1 bestselling
author Richard North Patterson comes a
spellbinding psychological puzzle filled
with unexpected legal twists, potentially
criminal turns, and one family’s shocking
fall from grace. After ten years away
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from home, Adam Blaine returns to
Martha’s Vineyard to attend the funeral
of his estranged father, Ben, a famous
and charismatic writer who was fond of
sailboats, good wine—and women other
than his wife. When Adam learns that
Ben disinherited his family in favor of his
mistress, he begins to wonder if his
father’s death—caused by an
inexplicable fall from a cliff—might have
been suicide or murder. Using his
training as a CIA operative, Adam
unearths some shattering revelations
about the mistress’s past. But even more
disturbing are the family secrets that
can’t stay buried any longer—secrets
that make Adam question everything he
thought he knew about every player in
this fateful game. Even himself...
When you wake up in the morning and
your eyes take in the first hints of light
that shine through your window, the
dust motes catching and reflecting the
sun's rays like little diamonds, the
shimmering hues of yellow and orangey
gold breaking through into your room,
the first thing you think about usually
isn't how you're going to make it through
the worst day of your life. Unfortunately
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for Grace Shelley, that's exactly what
she's facing as she ponders what to do
now that she's going to be starting out
her last year in high school without her
best friend. She's not exactly the most
popular girl in school - well, not the most
popular girl in school to like, anyway and everything seems to be hinting at
another status quo year for her until she
bumps into a stranger who leaves her
stumbling for words and chasing after
her heart. The new guy in school is
different. Robert doesn't care about the
rumors he's heard about her or that no
one else seems to see her the same way
that he does; he only wants to be her
friend. That's when things get
complicated. When Grace learns that
he's not your typical high school boy and
that he's actually a wingless angel who's
looking for someone to trust, she's
thrust into his world where not all angels
are meant to protect human beings, and
where the changes she brings into his
life changes everything in hers.
A Fall from Grace
Shades of Sydney
Revival Season
The Untold Story of Michael Milken
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Lily lost her childhood the day the Sharpe gang
murdered her parents and "adopted" her. Soon,
she was "Lily the Cat," a wanted outlaw herself,
ruthless and smart. But Lily bided her time and
planned her revenge, betraying them all and
making her escape, running for the life that
should have been hers.But she reckoned without
Texas Sharpe, the man who loved her, married
her and defied his father for her. And Texas was
about to show Lily just how ruthless a man
betrayed could be....
Chronicles the events that led to the downfall of
junk bond king Michael Milken
A twisted killer, playing a vicious game. And
only he knows the rules...Twenty years ago, DCI
Willie Dowd retired on a high, having stopped
an elusive serial killer. Dowd killed Colin Harris
in self-defense. Case closed.Now, DCI Harry
McNeil comes across evidence that suggests
that maybe Harris wasn't guilty after all.Willie
Dowd is in a home now, suffering from
Dementia. He doesn't know his family members
at times, and certainly can't remember Colin
Harris.As Harry leads his team investigating the
brutal murder of two women, he finds a link
between them and the previous victims from
Willie Dowd's time.Harry is a pawn in a game he
doesn't know he's playing. He doesn't know the
rules yet. But he's going to find out. And by
then, it will be game over...
She needs a champion. He needs one less
person to worry about. Selena Lockhart comes
with neither fortune nor connections, and she
knows better than to expect Society to give her
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a welcome--especially after her father gambled
away his fortune, precipitating the family's
sudden fall from grace and Selena's betrothed
to break off the engagement. It therefore comes
as no surprise that her new neighbor, Sir
Lucius, treats her with disdain. Why should he
look beyond appearances when her own
promises so little? Sir Lucius Clavering is not
married, but he may as well be, considering he
is expected to escort his widowed mother to
watering holes, round out the numbers at his
married sister's dinners, and come to the aid of
his scapegrace younger siblings. It doesn't help
that single women and matchmaking mamas
jostle each other for his face, fortune, and title
so that he's left without a moment's peace.
When Selena shows up at Lucius's doorstep
looking for help, he is sure it's another ploy
aimed at cutting up his prized bachelor
existence. Although his prejudice does not last
long, Lucius fears his first reaction might have
ruined his chances with her. How can he save
her from Society's teeth when she continues to
hold him at arm's length?

Poor, orphaned Grace Parkes is in a horrible situation.
Her illegitimate child has just died in childbirth, so she's
traveled to the Brookwood Cemetery to place the small
infant's body in a rich lady's coffin. Following the advice
of a kindly midwife, this is the only way that Grace can
do right by the little baby, and to avoid the disgrace of
a pauper's grave. Grace meets two people at the
cemetery who will have a most unusual affect on her
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life, though she doesn't know that yet. For now, Grace
has to suppress her grief and get on with her meager
life, scraping together enough pennies selling
watercress for rent and food, and looking after her
older sister, who is incapable of caring for herself. But a
great fraud has been perpetrated on young Grace - and
she is secretly the recipient of a most unusual legacy -if only she is able to claim it. Of course, the rich only
get richer in this gothic tale of class distinctions,
mysterious secrets, and malicious fraud.
"Forgive me, Father, for I have had impure thoughts."
About you.Gabriel entered the priesthood after a
betrayal left him bitter about women and committed to
a life of celibacy. But when he ends up teaching at a
girls' boarding school and meets troubled, beautiful
Leonie, he wonders if he can keep his vows.
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